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We Use Cookies!
This site uses cookies to offer you the best possible browsing experience. By clicking “Accept All” you agree to our use of cookies .
Accept All Cookie settings
Manage Cookies
   Close Cookie Settings

 
 When we provide information services on our website we want to make them easy to use, helpful and reliable. This sometimes involves us placing cookies on your computer, mobile phone or tablet when you visit our site.
 



 

  Necessary   Necessary
 Always Enabled
 Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.



  Non-necessary   Non-necessary

 Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.



  Functional   Functional

 Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.



  Performance   Performance

 Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.



  Analytics   Analytics

 Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.



  Advertisement   Advertisement

 Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.



  Others   Others

 Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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